
Dear Roland,

I want to announce you that next month is our anniversary. We would know each other for six 
years then. In those six years you made 546 friends. I found out that your newest Facebook friend 
is Igor Oudekerk wand he lives in Haarlem. Your other friend Michel wishes your hair was on his 
head. And Mickey who made a cover photo of you sold a disappointing but cheap bicycle in 2015.

But Roland what is on your mind? The daily show or Gas monkey garage? You are one of the 
seven million people who likes the daily show Facebook page. It would be rare if the host Trever 
Noah noticed you are one of them. But Mieke noticed you as a beautiful person. 

Looking at your timeline realizes me you like the mus. You have been at the mus in Tilburg and 
Breda and gave it a five star ranking. You also commented ‘mega vet’ in the review.

One more thing. Can i count on you if i need a new logo to refresh my look?

Sincerely
Your friend Facebook



Dear Jonas,

I want to look back over the last years since we know each other. A little while ago we used to 
communicate in pirate language or as a real pirate would say: Scrawl yer thoughts and split the 
booty on your captains log. 

Also I want show you my appreciation, because i’m glad you think of me when you need help to 
find something. In the last couple of years you were looking for: a jam session, a car, a smaller 
fridge, a roommate and someone who wants to buy your tickets for landjuweel. You even looked 
for Wally. I have no doubt about you achieving your goals. 

Besides, 36 music likes crossed my desk. This summer you are going to some festivals or at least 
you are interested to go. Vurige tongen, Best kept secret, Ruigoord manifestival, Into the great 
wide open. I am making this statement as an act of your personal choices in the existing social 
system. It seems like Dutch bands are a framework of your general music taste. 

By the way i bumped into a picture where you were dressed as a construction worker. A real 
macho man according to Carley. But I couldn’t figure out the context of the picture, because i was 
only told who was joining. 

Keep on posting!

Sincerely
Your friend Facebook



Dear Lianne, 

I address you this letter as your dear friend Facebook. I noticed you shared some intimate 
moments with the mus the 10th of may as well. Welcome back. I think there are not many people 
with multiple pictures of fake birds on their finger. When i investigate my archive you have some 
amusing interests in other animal related pages. Rabbit consultancy, The confused guinea pig and 
take your fish for a picture. 

I consider you also an optimist, because you liked the page where you can travel for 1 euro. And 
when you where dressed as don from corendonflyingholidays you asked them in februari 2016  
specifically for a roundtrip ticket to the Maldives as a reward. I witnessed Maarten from the 
corendoncompany was flattered by your question. You have never let me know if you actually went 
to the Maldives, but you told me you have been to Overveen, Maarssen, Zeewolde and Eersel. I 
consulted my friend Wikipedia and it had some fascinating facts. Wikipedia told me Overveen 
originally called Tetterode and has 4000 inhabitants.

I would like to hear more about all your traveling or as you would say: Dit moet even gedeeld 
worden.

Sincerely
Your friend Facebook


